A geometric invariant is associated to the space of fiat connections on a G-bundle over a compact Riemann surface and is related to the energy of harmonic functions.
Introduction
This work grew out of an attempt to generalize the construction of Chern-Simons invariants. In this paper, we associate a geometric invariant to the space of flat connection on a SU(2)-bundle on a compact Riemann surface and relate it to the energy of harmonic functions on the surface.
Our set up is as follows. Let G = SU(2) and M be a compact Riemann surface and E ~ M be the trivial G-bundle. (Any SU(2)-bundle over M is topologically trivial). Let ~g be the space of all connections and ~-the subspace of all flat connections on this G-bundle. We endow on ~g the Frechet topology and the subspace topology on o~-.
Given a loop ~r:S 1 ~-, we can extend tr to the closed unit disc t~:D2 ~cg since is contractible. On the trivial G-bundle E x D 2 ~M x D 2 we define a tautological connection form 8 ~ as follows
8~[~e,t) --6(t)V(e, t)~E x 0 2.
Clearly restriction of 8 ~ to the bundle E x {t} ~ M x {t} is ~(t)VteD 2. Let K(8") be the curvature form of 8 ~. Evaluation of the second Chern polynomial on this curvature form K(8 ~) gives a closed 4-form on M x D 2, which when integrated along D 2 yields a 2-form on M. This 2-form is closed since dim M = 2 and thus defines an element in H2(M,R),~ R. It is seen that this class is independent of the extension of a. We thus have a map
where fl(~) is the loop-space of ~-.
We assume that the genus of M t> 2. The energy E(f) of any smooth function f:M-~ G is defined using the Poincare metric on M and the bi-invariant metric on G = SU(2) given by the Killing form. 
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Construction of the basic geometric invariant
In this paper we suppose M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g t> 2, G = SU (2) with Lie algebra f~ = su (2) Proof Let ~, a2 be two extensions of tr with corresponding connection forms ~, 8~ and curvature forms
where TC2(~), TC2(~)~) are the Chem-Simons secondary forms with respect to 8 I, 8~ respectively (cf. [CS, 3] ). We can easily check that C2(K(8~)) -C2(K(8~)) is an exact form on E (cf.
[G,I]). Since n*:H2(M,R)~H2(E,R) is an isomorphism it
follows that { C2 (K (9 I) )} = { C 2 (K (~))} e H 2 (M, R) and this proves the lemma. We thus have a map l)(o~-) ~ H2(M, R) ~ R where f~(~) is the loop-space of ~-. It is easy to check that z(troa')= X(a)+ X(a') where aotr' is the composite of two loops in o~'. We call this map X the geometric invariant.
Energy of functions and a class of special loops
We recall the definition of energy of a function. Let X and Y be Riemannian manifolds. 
Relation between the geometric invariant and the energy of harmonic maps
We prove the following result 1 Theorem 3.1.
If f:M ~ G is a harmonic map, then Z(af)= -• 4n
Proof. At the outset we show that the closed 2-form which represents Z(aI)~H2(M, R) 1 is 1r2 -(*c~ 1 Am 1 + *02 A 0) 2 -Jr-*0) 3 A 0)3) where
We extend the loop af in o~ to a map ~f:D2---~(~ in an obvious way. We drop the suffix f and simply use a and 8 in the computations that follow. Let (s, t) be the polar coordinates on D E = {(s, t), 0 ~ s ~< 1, 0 ~< t ~< 27r}.
Set t~(s, t) = sa(t).
We now compute the curvature K(8 ~) of the connection form 11"
where K(cT(s, t) is the curvature of cT(s, t)) and dE and dD2 are respectively the exterior differentials on E and D 2. If we set
is(t) fl(t) + iT(t)~ a(t) = _ fl(t) + iT(l ) --ict(t) ,1
as a form on M for each teS ~, then after a straightforward calculation (see [G] , Lemma 4.1), it follows that ~D~C2(K(8~)) is cohomologous to the form Now so that To prove that X(a:) = -~ E(f), we check using local coordinates that the forms 47r Since we intend to use local coordinates to prove the equality of forms, we can go to the universal cover D 2 of M with Poincare metric and assume f:D 2---, G and f(m) = 1 for some fixed meD 2. Since there exist an isometry of D 2 which maps the origin to m, we can assume f(0) = 1 and check equality of forms at the origin.
41zr2 f s, ( dct(t) A ~t(t) + d fl(t) A fl(t) + dy(t) A y(t) )dt
co=f'p=( ico, te2 + ite3) --~2 + i023 --itel ,7(t) = i(
l ( d~t(t) A ~(t) + d fl(t) A fl(t) + d~(t) A ~(t) )
At the origin we have l=(a,
O O where O-x' Oyy are the usual coordinate vector fields. Let dx and dy be the dual 1-forms.
Clearly at the origin ,dx = dy and ,dy = -dx. Since dm= dx A dy we have
e(f)(m)dm ( f---~ , ~--~ ) = e(f)(m).
We prove that 1(*031A COl + *(.02 A 072 + *r A o)3)(~x,~y ) --le(f)(m). In other words (~-~"~(*~1 A(O1 + *O72 A ~2 "k *~3 A ~3))=-le(f)(m)dm Consequently X(o'f)= -1E(f) and the theorem follows.
